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	Text Field 1: FINISHING: Anticipate and Adjust to Finish. (Ball Striking)
	Text Field 2: U11-U12
	Text Field 3: 
	Text Field 4: 
	Text Field 6: - Improve anticipation and movement to receive the ball to finish.- Improve ability to penetrate via a finish. 
	Text Field 5: - Improve ball striking technique.- Improve ability to adjust body to strike the ball.
	Text Field 7: - Confidence.- Creativity.
	Text Field 8: - Improve Mobility.- Improve Balance. - Improve change of speed and direction.
	Text Field 9: 20 mins: 2 min sets / have active recovery with dynamic stretching in between each set.
	Text Field 10: 30 x 30 yards
	Text1: What is important about stride pattern before striking ball?
	Combo Box 1: [Warm Up]
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	Text3: Ball Mastery / Ball Striking: Split players into two groups, half of players spread out around outside of area, other half of players work in the middle and receive a ball from outside and transfer ball to opposite side of area as quickly as possible using laces to pass ball to outside. Player then moves to receive same ball and repeat back across to opposite side. Add competition i.e. who can do most in 1 min etc. Add in skill moves after receiving i.e. receive, scissors then strike etc. Coach chooses moves etc. 
	Text4: - Movement to receive and first touch to get ball out of feet.- Angle of approach to strike.- Toe down, strike ball with instep.- Head, shoulders, knee over ball to keep it low.- Follow through after striking the ball.- Creativity with dribbling. 
	Text5: What striking techniques do you use in different situations? 
	Text6: Set up with 4v4 and 4 goals. Teams attack two goals. Switch teams every set, so each team has 2 sets each in goal.Add competition. Each win = 3 points / Tie = 1 point / loss = 0 points.Progression: Add tag rule. When a player in possession gets tagged it's an instant turnover. 
	Text7: - Awareness of space and opponent.- Anticipate flight of ball or pass to receive and finish. - Movement to get unmarked.- Adjust body to finish.- Ball striking technique: stride pattern, angle of approach, hips facing target, position of plant foot, strike with instep, knee over ball, shoulders over the ball, follow through.- Adjust body and change of speed with 1st touch or dribble to beat opponent. 
	Text8: - Quality of 1st touch: change speed with 1 touch.- Stride pattern before shooting.- Ball striking technique: angle of approach, hips facing target, position of plant foot, strike with instep, knee over ball, shoulders over the ball, follow through.- Accuracy vs power?- Shot and finish selection.
	Text9: Set up two working groups. Groups work on same variation at same time.1 - Shooting player receives, beats cone with change of speed and finishes. Shooter then joins passing line, passer becomes shooter.2 - Ball is passed from A to B to C. C then changes speed with first touch and dribbles inside and shoots on goal. Players follow pass. Change the side the ball is being passed from so players are working both feet.Progression: Passing player applies pressure to shooter after pass.3  -Same as 2, but now player C can take a touch down the line and deliver a ground cross for player B to finish 1 touch. Add competition throughout each set. Which player can score most goals. 
	Text10: How can you generate more power with shooting technique?How do you keep ball low when striking? 
	Text11: - What should you be looking for when you don't have the ball in anticipation to shoot? (answ. a gap to take 1st touch into to finish, position of goalkeeper, position of defenders.)- What are the visual cues for a player to start adjusting and anticipating the path/flight of the ball. 
	Text12: Play 6v6 with keepers.Field is "shaved" with two diagonal lines to create wide channels. Each team has two wide players in wide channels. Central players have free movement. Game 1: Wide players play 3 touch and can't be tackled. If teams score a 1 touch finish from wide service the goal = 2.Game 2: 1 touch goals from wide service = 2, wide players can now be pressured from opposing teams wide player. Goals from half way (15 yards or more) = 2, all other goals = 1. Game 3: Free play and free movement for all players. 1 touch finishes from central area = 2 goals. 
	Text13: - Movement to receive ball.- Awareness of space and opponent.- Anticipate flight of ball or pass to receive and finish. - Movement to get unmarked.- Adjust body to finish.- Adjust body and change of speed with 1st touch, or dribble to beat opponent. - Quality of ball striking technique to finish in variety of ways.- Decision making - when and where to shoot from distance. Shoot when you can see 50% or more of the goal and generally minimal pressure with no passing options. 
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